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SOC/SHUTTLE INTERACTION STUDY EXTENSION
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October 6, 1981 to November 6, 1981
SECTION I. SUMMARY
A.	 Progress
Shuttle Fleet Utilization and Programmatics
Fleet utilization analyses have been initiated. Traffic analyses are
being conducted based on a mission model obtained with Rockwell discretionary
resources. Representative manifests are being developed for all mission
categories. STS flight rates through the year 2000 will be generated using
standard orbiter performance characteristics. The main emphasis of the fleet
utilization analysis is on SOC versus no SOC trades and factors bearing on the
f
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use and benefits of a dedicated orbiter for SOC delivery missions.
SOC Assembly Operations
Additional simulations have been performed with the Remote Manipulator
System Kinematics Analysis Tool (RMSKAT) program. These simulations identified
the final location of the RMS device on each module. These positions will
permit the RMS joint rotation angles to be within the cinstraints of the RMS
capability.
Shuttle System Propellant Scavenging
Rockwell discretionary efforts establishing the practical feasibility of
suborbital propellant scavenging have been completed. The results were pre-
sented at the mid-term review. Additional pr sentations were made to MSFC
(28 October), NASA Headquarters (29 October) and KSC (30 October). Contract
efforts are underway to define SOC interfaces for the delivery of these
propellants to a SOC storage facility. Fleet utilization analyses (Task 1.0)
will determine the main benefits of propellant scavenging to the SOC logistics
traffic.	 1
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Flight Support Facility
Dollar costs are being generated for each of the six servicing scenarios
as reported in the mid-term briefing. These costs.included the cost of the
unique equipment identified for each scenario and also the costs of the man
hours required to perform the servicing operations. The ground servicing
functions and man hours have been revised to more closely match the Shuttle
Turnaround Analysis Report (STAR 20).
B. Planning
Figure 1, the task planning schedule, indicates the current activities
status including the company funded Shuttle E.T. propellant recovery implica-
tions task. The milestones concerning the final report dates and the final
briefing have been revised. The final report dates reflect the previously
agreed to arrangement. The final briefing date is that anticipated per previous
discussions.
C. Action Status
No outstanding actions.
D. Problem Status
No significant problems.
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SECTION II. TASK PROGRESS
Shuttle Fleet Utilization and Proarammatics
Task 1.0 efforts have been initiated. The current focus is on traffic
analyses based on a mission model derived with Rockwell discretionary resources.
Each major sector of the mission model (commercial communications, NASA R&D,
DOD, etc.) is being analyzed to synthesize representative spacecraft and/or STS
manifest elements for later conversion into STS flight rates. The total
mission model will be screened to catalog missions into candidate SOC related
and non-SOC missions.
This representative manifest data will be utilized to determine the
amount of unused cargo bay space and payload weight capability that could
exist on each SOC delivery flight. Further analyses will then determine how
much propellant could be delivered to the SOC on these missions using payload
top-off and propellant scavenging techniques. Payload top-off involves bring-
ing the orbiter up to its maximum payload capability by adding propellants in
the unused space weights of the various flight manifests. Propellant scavenging
refers to the concept of recovering unused propellants from the ET and the main
propulsion system before ET jettison. Up to 9500 lbs or more can be recovered
on maximum payload launches. The total propellants per year delivered to the
SOC in this way can be compared to the OTV propellant requirements to deter-
mine how many tanker flights are required to support the mission model
previously defined.
The representative manifest data will be further used to derive standard
equipment sets su^.table for use with an orbiter dedicated to SOC resupply
mission.
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SOC Assembly Operations
The final simulations have been performed, via the RMSKAT computer
program, and have determined the appropriate locations of the RMS grapple
.I
device on each of the modules. The locations determined will permit the RMS
to perform the SOC assembly operations without exceeding the joint rotation
i
constraints of the RMS. Figure 2 lists the joint rotation angles of each
assembly operation. In addition to being within the joint rotation capability,
	 y
u
the selection of the grapple positions also attempted to stay within the
desired joint angles as suggested by SPAR. Two areas were noted where the
rotation angles slightly exceeded these desired; but not mandatory; angles,
and are noted in Figure 2. We-believe that the grapple positions determined
are acceptable for the controlled assembly of the SOC modules by the RMS from
the orbiter.
All of the grapple positions are on the main body of each module except
in the case of the tunnel module. This module, however, requires that the
grapple be located away from the module as illustrated in Figure 3. This
location, therefore, requires the addition of an external bracket to support
the grapple device.
Shuttle System Propellant Scavenging
Current task efforts are centered on the definition of propellant
transfer concepts for delivering the propellants to a SOC storage facility.
Basic equipment needed on the SOC will be identified along with a representative
propellant "losses" model. The propellant loss model will aid in better
understanding total OTV propellant logistics requirements and in identifying
areas where technology advancements would be beneficial. SOC propellant facility
characteristics spanning the range of ET propellant scaveng _ scenarios will
5
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Figure 3. Tunnel Nodule Grapple Location
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be considered. This includes propellant amounts ranging from the 9500 lbs
associated with maximum payload launches to the 70,000 lb plus value asso-
ciated with the "dry launch" concept for a tanker flight (orbiter is launched
with an empty tank as its only payload which results in approximately
70,000 lbs of unused propellants).
Flight Support Facility
The principal effort being accomplished on this task is to obtain cost
dollars to compare the various servicing activities as previously determined
and reported on at the mid-term briefing. The man hours required to perform
the servicing functions have been reviewed and revisions made as required to
have comparable operations activities. Information and comments received
from the KSC personnel during our briefing there on October 30, 1981 have
influenced the ground operations revisions. Figure 4 shows the OTV ground
servicing operations superimposed on the STAR 20 timeline for payload installa-
tions at the launch pad. This timeline and activities was used as the ground
operations reference document.
Data sheets have been developed for each piece of unique equipment
identified that is required to perform servicing for each servicing scenario.
These data sheets when completed provide the cost associated with each piece
of equipment. Figures 5 and 6 is an example of a completed data sheet and a
description of the piece of equipment being costed.
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COST ANALYS IS SHEET
ITEM OR FUNCTION P,';G 1	 CF	 2
EXTEMABLE? NON-PROPULSIVE B"
—P.EF.
NO.
PROJECT/SYSTFM
uB5 
0TV-S0C SERVICING .+ hv .
ACTIVITY
N0.PURGING 6 VENTING OTV 7.0
Di:SCnI^Tt^,1/^?^Ci^ I;.ATIGN/DESiGir
Boom required to avoid contaminants from purge gases.
See attachment.
DDT&E $ - M TU
TOTAL MASS	 (KG) 41
STRUCTURAL MASS	 (KG) 0-263 20 0.143
MECHANISMS MASS	 (KG) 0.655 20 0.399
ELECTRICAL/PD MASS	 (KG)
ELECTRONIC MASS	 (KG) 0.019 1 0.20
REQJIRED QUANTITY 1
CCMMENTS	 (DDT&E OR TECHNOLOGY STATUS) $0.937 $0.562
CER's/r:._TOAS
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Figure 5.
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An expulsion system for purge and vent of OTV expendibles tanks.
Figure 1 - An expulsion arm, extendible from the service fixture 'to
transmit overboard gases away from the SOC to minimize or prevent contamination.
Figure 2 - A non-reactive jet to minimize or prevent reaction forces
against the SOC assembly.
Outboard ends of free -floating shuttle absorb all reaction
forces such that the input orifices meter the flow of gasses
to center the shuttle at a location resulting in a balanced
reaction.
Figure 6.
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SECTION III. PLANS
The principle effort remaining is that of documenting the results of the
four tasks. Additional data will continue to be developed as required to
complete the contract effort as scheduled.
SECTION IV. EXPENDITURES
Planned and actual direct labor hours are shown in Figure 7.
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